We consider the irreversible nucleation and growth of two-dimensional islands during submonolayer deposition in the regime of large island sizes. A quasihydrodynamic analysis of rate equations for island densities yields an ordinary differential equation (ODE) for the scaling function describing the island size distribution. This ODE involves the scaling function for the dependence on island size of "capture numbers" describing the aggregation of diffusing adatoms. The latter is determined via a quasihydrodynamic analysis of rate equations for the areas of "capture zones" surrounding islands. Alternatively, a more complicated analysis yields a partial differential equation (PDE) for the scaling function describing the joint probability distribution for island sizes and capture zone areas. Then, applying a moment analysis to this PDE, we obtain refined versions of the above ODE's, together with a third equation for the variance of the cell area distribution (for islands of a given size). The key nontrivial input to the above equations is a detailed characterization of nucleation. We analyze these equations for a general formulation of nucleation, as well as for an idealized picture considered previously, wherein nucleated islands have capture zones lying completely within those of existing islands. We consider the irreversible nucleation and growth of two-dimensional islands during submonolayer deposition in the regime of large island sizes. A quasihydrodynamic analysis of rate equations for island densities yields an ordinary differential equation ͑ODE͒ for the scaling function describing the island size distribution. This ODE involves the scaling function for the dependence on island size of ''capture numbers'' describing the aggregation of diffusing adatoms. The latter is determined via a quasihydrodynamic analysis of rate equations for the areas of ''capture zones'' surrounding islands. Alternatively, a more complicated analysis yields a partial differential equation ͑PDE͒ for the scaling function describing the joint probability distribution for island sizes and capture zone areas. Then, applying a moment analysis to this PDE, we obtain refined versions of the above ODE's, together with a third equation for the variance of the cell area distribution ͑for islands of a given size͒. The key nontrivial input to the above equations is a detailed characterization of nucleation. We analyze these equations for a general formulation of nucleation, as well as for an idealized picture considered previously, wherein nucleated islands have capture zones lying completely within those of existing islands.
I. INTRODUCTION
For decades, there has been interest in characterizing island formation during the initial stages of film growth. 1, 2 Of particular interest is the nature of the island size distribution. There are heuristic predictions for this distribution going back to the earliest theoretical analyses, 1,2 self-consistent mean-field rate-equation treatments, 3, 4 subsequent postulated analytical forms, 5 and also simple geometric interpretations based on adatom capture. 6 However, each of these fails to recover key qualitative features observed in precise simulation results for the size distribution. 4 Key to a resolution of these shortcomings is recognizing that this size distribution is controlled by the non-mean-field ͑non-MF͒ dependence on island size s ͑measured in atoms͒ of the ''capture numbers '' s . 6, 7 These capture numbers describe the propensity of islands to capture diffusing adatoms. Most significantly, we were able to obtain an explicit and exact formula, which relates the shape of the island size distribution to the behavior of the capture numbers, 7 thus providing a much soughtafter theory for explaining this shape.
The remaining challenge is to understand the non-MF dependence of s . Some insight comes from a geometric picture of adatom capture in terms of ''capture zones'' which surround each island. [6] [7] [8] [9] The idea is that atoms deposited within such a capture zone will typically aggregate with the associated island. The main observation is that larger islands have larger capture zones. [6] [7] [8] [9] This implies the existence of a correlation between island size and separation, which is ignored in MF treatments. As an aside, the problem of constructing capture zones which precisely reflect adatom capture leads to an analysis of an appropriate continuum diffusion equation for deposited atoms. This procedure is central to developing continuum treatments of island growth, i.e., in connecting atomistic and mesoscopic length scales. [8] [9] [10] To date, there have been two significant attempts to explain the form of s versus s. These include our previous rate-equation formulation for mean capture zone areas versus island size, 11 and a more complicated analysis of the joint probability distribution for island size and capture zone areas by Mulheran and Robbie. 12 However, a quantitatively precise theory has yet to be developed. It is clear that the early nucleation stage is crucial, noting, for example, that islands nucleated earlier tend to have larger capture zones. 7 Furthermore, recent studies reveal a strong sensitivity of the island size distribution to the prescription of nucleation. 13 Thus a sophisticated characterization of the nucleation process is key to a comprehensive understanding of adatom capture and island size distributions.
To this end, we consider the simplest regime of irreversible island formation during submonolayer deposition. Our discussion will focus on the common case of compact twodimensional islands, further restricting attention to the precoalescence regime. We shall also consider and show results for the special case of ''point islands.'' In the latter idealized model, islands occupy a single site on the lattice, but carry a label indicating their size. 4 This idealized model is useful for elucidating scaling behavior at low coverages. In both cases, the key atomistic processes involved are as follows. Atoms are deposited at random at a rate F per site, and subsequently undergo terrace diffusion with a hop rate h ͑per direction͒. This leads to the irreversible nucleation of islands when two diffusing adatoms meet. Also, existing islands grow due to irreversible aggregation of diffusing adatoms, and due to the incorporation of atoms deposited directly on top of islands. In this analysis, we regard the latter process as instantaneous. The fundamental quantities of interest are the densities ͑per adsorption site͒ of islands of s atoms, which are denoted by N s ͑so N 1 gives the density of diffusing atoms͒, the average island density denoted by N av ϭ⌺ sϾ1 N s , the coverage by ϭ⌺ sу1 sN s , and the average island size ͑measured in atoms͒ by s av ϭ(ϪN 1 )/N av Ϸ/N av . Below, we shall consider ex-clusively the scaling regime of large s av .
In Sec. II, we first present the standard rate equations for evolution of the island densities. We then apply to these a quasihydrodynamic analysis, treating the scaled island size s/s av as a continuous variable ͑denoted by x͒. This yields an ordinary differential equation ͑ODE͒ for the scaling function describing the island size distribution in terms of that for capture numbers ͑or capture zone areas͒. We extend our previous derivation for point islands 7 to the case of compact islands, and also present several basic relations for the scaling functions. Next, in Sec. III, we develop approximate rate equations for capture zone areas, and again perform a quasihydrodynamic analysis to obtain an ODE for the associated scaling function. This extends our previous formulation in Ref. 11 . These equations are analyzed for an exact prescription of nucleation, and reproduce the key features of the island size dependence of adatom capture. We also consider a simplified description corresponding to ''nucleation inside a cell,'' where just nucleated islands have capture zones lying completely within those of existing islands. Next, in Sec. IV, following ideas of Mulheran and Robbie, 12 we develop equations describing the joint probability distribution for island sizes and capture zone areas. A quasihydrodynamic analysis yields a partial differential equation ͑PDE͒ for the associated scaling function. Applying a moment analysis to this PDE, we recover the above ODE for the island size distribution, and obtain a refined version of the ODE for capture zone areas ͑where the refinement accounts for the distribution of capture zone areas for islands of a given size͒. We further obtain a third ODE for the variance of this area distribution. However, the formulation is still not exact, and requires specific input on the nucleation process. A summary and brief discussion of proposed developments in the characterization of nucleation are presented in the concluding Sec. V.
II. ISLAND SIZE DISTRIBUTION: RATE EQUATIONS AND SCALING

A. Basic formulation
In the following, the rate at which diffusing atoms aggregate with islands of size s is denoted by R agg ( 
The equation for N 1 involves a gain term due to deposition ͑excluding on-top deposition events͒, loss terms due to ag- , where ϭ1Ϫ, and thus ϭ whereas one tends to find effective values of closer to ͑but below͒ unity for compact islands. 8, 9 This latter feature reflects a greater inhibition of nucleation due to the finite extent of the compact ͑versus point͒ islands. However, we believe that for compact islands with sufficiently small , point-island behavior where ϭ 2 3 would eventually be recovered in the scaling regime ͑for very large h/F or s av ͒.
B. Quasihydrodynamic scaling analysis
In this scaling regime of large s av , we introduce the natural variable xϭs/s av , and perform a quasihydrodynamic analysis treating x as a continuous variable. We write the island densities in the general scaling form 4 
N s
, where the constraints ͐ 0 ϱ dx f (x,)ϭ͐ 0 ϱ dx x f (x,)ϭ1 ensure that the above normalization conditions are satisfied. One could also write s / av ϷC agg (x,), where ͐ 0 ϱ dx C agg (x,) f (x,)ϭ1. In choosing these forms, we have allowed ͑at this stage͒ for the possibility of an explicit dependence in the scaling functions. For compact islands, where s / av Ϸs/s av ϭx, one can show that ͑cf. Refs. 7 and 14͒
Here Eq. ͑3͒ is used to analyze the R agg term. We have defined ϭd(ln s av )/d(ln ), and ignored any -dependence of . We also naturally combine aggregation and on-top deposition terms into a single natural scaling function, C tot (x,) ϵxϩ(1Ϫ)C agg (x,). The above normalization conditions on f and C agg imply the further normalization condition that ͐ 0 ϱ dx C tot (x,)f(x,)ϭ1. One thus obtains the fundamental equation
We emphasize that Eq. ͑5͒ is an exact relation. For point islands, one has s /s av Ϸ0, and naturally defines C tot (x) ϵC agg (x), so Eq. ͑5͒ still applies ͑cf. Ref. 7͒ .
If C tot has no explicit dependence, then it follows that a solution of the partial differential equation ͑PDE͒ ͑5͒ subject to the normalization constraints mentioned above is selected with f independent of . See Ref. 10 for a more detailed discussion. In this way, we recover the well-known -independent scaling form for f versus x observed previously in simulations. 4 Furthermore, in this case, f (x) can be determined by integrating the ODE obtained by dropping the ‫ץ/ץ‬ term in Eq. ͑5͒. One thus obtains
͑6͒
extending the result of Ref. 7 . Equation ͑6͒ can be rewritten as ͑cf.
Here f (0) is chosen to ensure that ͐ 0 ϱ dx f (x)ϭ1. Typically, our focus will be on the regime of low Ӷ1, where C tot ϷC agg ͑or on the case of point islands, where C tot ϵC agg ͒, so -independent scaling derives from that of the scaling function, C agg (x), for the capture numbers.
C. Properties of the scaling function f"x…
In this subsection, we consider only the case of -independent scaling. We shall see below that both C agg (x) and C tot (x) exceed x, for small x. Then it is clear from Eq. ͑6͒ or Eq. ͑7͒ that the form of f (x) depends sensitively on whether or not C tot (x) exceeds x, for all x. Thus we now examine the different possible scenarios in more detail.
First, suppose that C tot (x)ϪxϾ0, for all x, and that C tot (x)ϳx, for large x, with Ͼ. Then, from Eq. ͑6͒, it immediately follows that
The latter condition is required to ensure convergence of the integral ͐ 0 ϱ dx f (x)C tot (x)ϭ1. The inequality Ͻ1 constitutes an important constraint on the behavior of the capture numbers. Note that the unphysical form C tot (x)ϭx can be associated with the complete absence of nucleation, 15 indicating the importance of continuous nucleation in determining the form of f (x). If C tot (x)Ͼx, and C tot (x)Ϫx →const ͑Ͼ0͒, or C tot (x)Ϫx→0ϩ, as x→ϱ, then one can show that f (x)C tot (x)→0, as x→ϱ, sufficiently fast to ensure normalization.
Second, suppose that C tot (x)Ϫx→0ϩ, as x→x* ͑Ͻϱ͒ from below. Then, one has that f (x)ϵ0 for xϾx*, and, from Eq. ͑7͒, that
There are two distinct cases to consider. If d/dx C tot (x*) Ͼ2Ϫ1 ͑so ␥Ͼ0͒, then f (x)→0, as x→x* from below. If d/dx C tot (x*)Ͻ2Ϫ1 ͑so ␥Ͻ0͒, then f (x) diverges as x →x* from below. The latter corresponds to unphysical mean-field-type behavior. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Finally, we comment on some basic normalization issues. Simply applying the operation ͐ 0 ϱ x n dx" to Eq. ͑5͒ ͑after dropping the ‫ץ/ץ‬ term͒ yields the key relations
The result for nϭ0, that f (0)C tot (0)ϭ1Ϫ, provides a key constraint on the behavior of f (x) and C tot (x) for small island sizes. Substitution into Eq. ͑7͒ simplifies this expression for f (x), and further demonstrates the requirement that Ͻ1. The result for nϭ1 ensures that normalization of the scaling functions is consistent with the conditions on C tot (x) stated above. The result for nϭ2 provides insight into the variance f 2 of the scaling function for the island size distribution:
For the last inequality, we have used that ͐ 0 ϱ dx xC tot (x)f(x)Ͼ1. This quantity is the mean of the normalized distribution C tot (x)f(x), which should exceed the mean ͑of unity͒ of the normalized distribution f, due to the feature that C tot (x) is a monotonically increasing function ͑see below͒.
D. Simulation results for scaling functions
It is appropriate here to review previous simulation results for both point and compact islands with large h/F, which elucidate the forms of f (x), and C agg (x) or C tot (x). These will provide a benchmark for our subsequent analyses. In Fig. 1͑a͒ , we show results for C agg (x)Ϸ s / av versus s/s av for point islands at 0.1 ML with h/Fϭ10 7 ͑a value used throughout this work͒. These results indicate that C tot (x) ϵC agg (x) exhibits a plateau for xϽ1 ͑roughly͒, followed by a quasilinear increase for xϾ1 with C agg (x)ϳx, and Ϸ 2 3 ͑with considerable uncertainty in ͒. It is not clear whether the true asymptotic form of C agg (x) crosses xϭ2x/3. However, if it does, its derivative certainly exceeds 2Ϫ1 ϭ 1 3 at the crossing point, so the island size distributions shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ reveal that f (x) exhibits no singularity. Results show that f (0)Ϸ0.35 is nonzero, contrasting proposals in Refs. 5 and 6. Also, since C tot (0)Ϸ0.91, the behavior is consistent with Eq. ͑10a͒ given that ϭ In Fig. 2͑a͒ , we show results for C tot (x)Ϸ s / av ϩ(1 Ϫ) s / av vs s/s av for square islands at 0.1 ML with h/F ϭ10 7 . These results indicate much less of a plateau in C tot (x) than for point islands, and a steeper increase for xϾ1 with closer to unity. The behavior of C agg (x) is similar.
14 The island size distributions for square islands, shown in Fig.  2͑b͒ , are similar to those for point islands. These differences in the form of C tot (x) for compact and point islands may to some extent reflect nonasymptotic behavior for compact islands deriving from the non-negligible , and finite h/F used in the simulations. For non-negligible , nucleation is inhibited for compact islands compared to point islands ͑with the same nominal ͒, forcing an effective close to unity, and perhaps forcing behavior closer to C tot (x)Ϸx ͑corresponding to the absence of nucleation͒. This issue will be explored in detail in a separate paper focusing on simulation results. We also note that behavior for compact islands is expected to be roughly independent of their shape. See Ref. 8 for corresponding results for hexagonal islands. Finally, it should be emphasized that the observed small-x behavior, where f (0) Ϸ0.35 and C tot (0)Ϸ0.4, is again consistent with Eq. ͑10a͒ using the observed effective Ϸ0.9.
III. CAPTURE ZONE AREAS: RATE EQUATIONS AND SCALING
A. Basic formulation
Intuition suggests that most deposited atoms should aggregate with nearby islands. Thus, as indicated in Sec. I, it is natural to construct a tessellation of the surface into cells or ''capture zones'' based on the island distribution, so that each cell contains a single island. Specific choices of tessellations will be discussed in Sec. III C. In all cases, the mean area for cells corresponding to islands of size s ͑including the area of the enclosed island͒ is denoted by A s ͑in units of adsorption site area͒, so A av ϭ⌺ sϾ1 A s N s /N av ϭ1/N av . For compact islands, it is appropriate also to introduce the ''free areas,'' A s f ϭA s Ϫs, of the cells, which exclude the island area, so then A av f ϭ(1ϪϩN 1 )A av Ϸ(1Ϫ)A av . For point islands, one has A av f ϷA av . One might anticipate that the dependence of A s on island size s would provide basic insight into the form of s versus s, and thus the form of C agg (x). Bales 17 suggested developing rate equations for A s as a way to assess their dependence on s. As a first attempt to resolve this central issue in nucleation theory, we previously developed such rate equations for the A s for point islands in Ref. 11, and furthermore developed the quasihydrodynamic scaling form of these equations. Here we present a more general derivation, discuss the approximations inherent in such equations, and also analyze the behavior of the solutions of these equations.
For compact islands, we consider the fractional area A s N s of cells associated with islands of size sϾ1. Changes in this quantity occur primarily for two reasons: ͑i͒ islands increase their size in increments of ␦sϭ1 due to aggregation or direct on-top deposition, thus shifting cells to islands of larger size; and ͑ii͒ when new islands ͑of size 2͒ are nucleated, some of the area is removed from the cells of existing islands. See Fig. 3 for a schematic of these processes. The first contributions are easy to treat ͑approximately͒, but the latter requires a more detailed characterization of the nucleation process. For this purpose, we let A avnuc denote the average cell area associated with just-nucleated islands. We also let P s denote the typical fraction of the area A avnuc that is removed from the cells of pre-existing islands of size s ͑per nucleation event͒. Thus P s satisfies the normalization condition ⌺ sϾ1 P s ϭ1. Then one has that 
there is a gain term due to nucleation, and loss terms due to aggregation and direct deposition, ͑see Appendix A͒. Finally, we note that the P s should scale with the density of islands of size s, so we naturally write P s ϭ(N s /N av )Q s . This factorization will be utilized below. There are two subtle approximations inherent in formulating Eq. ͑12͒. First, we ignore the feature that the area of a specific cell typically changes due to a growth of the compact island within the cell, and a growth of the neighboring islands, as this can lead to slight shifts in the location of the cell boundaries.
18 However, we anticipate that the net effect is small. Second, we ignore the correlation between the capture zone area and aggregation rate ͑and between the capture zone area and the direct on-top deposition rate͒ in replacing ''means of products'' by ''products of means'' in the aggregation and deposition terms in Eq. ͑12͒. This approximation will be discussed further in Sec. IV.
Another subtle issue is the identification of A avnuc . If the rate of growth of ''dimer'' islands of size sϭ2 greatly exceeds their nucleation rate, then essentially all dimers would be ''just-nucleated islands,'' and A avnuc would correspond to A 2 . However, from Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒, the rates of dimer nucleation and growth are comparable, so we do not expect this correspondence to be precise. See below for further discussion.
B. Quasihydrodynamic scaling analysis
To perform a quasihydrodynamic analysis of Eq. ͑12͒ for compact islands in the regime of large s av we again treat x ϭs/s av as a continuous variable. We will assume a scaling form a(x,)ϷA s /A av for cell areas, where 
where ͐ 0 ϱ dx p(x,)ϭ͐ 0 ϱ dx f (x,)q(x,)ϭ1. Using these assumed scaling forms, one can show that
and A avnuc P s dN av /dtϷ1/͑ts av ͒͑ 1Ϫ ͒a avnuc q f .
Thus it follows that
The terms on the left-hand side ͑LHS͒ of ͑15͒ come from d/dt(A s N s ), the first term on the right-hand side ͑RHS͒ combines aggregation and deposition contributions, and the second term on the RHS comes from nucleation contributions. Again, we focus on solutions of this first-order PDE where C tot , and a, q, and f are independent of ͑cf. Ref. 10͒ . In this situation, Eq. ͑15͒ is simplified by using Eq. ͑5͒ ͑with-out the ‫ץ/ץ‬ term͒ to rewrite ‫ץ‬ f /‫ץ‬x in terms of f, C tot , and ‫ץ/ץ‬x(C tot ). After some rearrangement, and cancellation of ‫ץ/ץ‬x(C tot ) terms, one obtains the simple ODE
At this level of treatment, Eq. ͑16͒ is the fundamental equation for the scaling function describing capture zone or cell areas. It is not exact, and its inherent approximations will be described in Sec. IV. This equation also applies for point islands, where C tot (x)ϵC agg (x). 11, 19 One consequence of Eq. ͑16͒, which should be noted here, follows most easily from applying the operation ͐ 0 ϱ dx• to Eq. ͑15͒. After dropping the ‫ץ/ץ‬ term, one obtains the relation a(0)C tot (0)f(0)ϭ(1Ϫ)a avnuc , where we have used the normalization conditions on q(x). Then, using Eq. ͑10a͒, this implies that a avnuc ϭa(0), which follows if A avnuc ϷA 2 . As noted above, this corresponds to the scenario where most sϭ2 dimer islands are ''just nucleated,'' a condition which is not precisely satisfied. This problem is addressed in the refined equation for a(x) obtained in Sec. IV.
C. Specific choices of capture zone tessellations
The above formulation applies for any tessellation of the island distribution. The cells in such tessellations might be generated by geometric Voronoi-type constructions. Applying the conventional Voronoi construction, points within the Voronoi cells ͑VC's͒ are closer to the centers of the enclosed islands than to the center of other islands. For compact islands at higher coverages, one inadequacy of VC's is that islands may overlap cell boundaries. To avoid this problem and better reflect adatom capture, it is natural for the construction to be based instead on the distance from island edges, producing ''edge cells'' ͑EC's͒. [6] [7] [8] [9] From analysis of EC's for square islands with ''moderate'' Ϸ0.1-0.2 ML, one finds that 9,16,20
For point islands, VC's and EC's are equivalent, and a f (x) ϭa(x). Simulation data for point islands reveal that ͑to quite high precision͒
Substitution of Eq. ͑17͒ or Eq. ͑18͒ for C tot (x) into Eq. ͑16͒ yields a ''closed'' equation for a(x), assuming that q(x) is determined independently. Figure 4 shows an example of a VC tessellation for point islands, and an EC tessellation for square islands. Alternatively, in a more sophisticated choice of tessellation ͑for either point or compact islands͒, the cells or capture zones are constructed based on analysis of diffusion equations for deposited atoms, thus precisely reflecting adatom capture. These cells are described as diffusion cells ͑DC's͒. 8, 9, 14 By construction, the free area of the diffusion cells is exactly proportional to the capture rate, 8, 9 i.e.,
and thus C tot ͑ x ͒ϭa͑ x ͒. ͑19͒
Substituting the latter relation into Eq. ͑14͒ yields, for a(x) for DC's, the basic equation
where q(x) has yet to be determined, and we note again that Eq. ͑20͒ is not exact. Certainly, the choice of DC's simplifies the formulation of the theory, since Eq. ͑19͒ applies. However, when comparing against simulation data, it is convenient to have the flexibility of using VC's or EC's. 
It follows from Eq. ͑21͒ that unless a avnuc q(x) decreases below x, with increasing x ͑see below͒, there is a divergence u→ϱ, which corresponds to C tot (x)→x, for finite x.
D. Analysis for an exact prescription of nucleation
Here we use simulations to monitor a large number of nucleation events. The cell of each just-nucleated island is constructed, allowing determination of A avnuc , and thus a avnuc . These cells are also partitioned into subregions overlapping the cells of existing islands of various sizes, allowing a determination of P s and thus q(x). For the point-island model, one has a(0)Ϸ0.88 and a avnuc Ϸ0.93 ͓cf. Eq. ͑41͔͒. Simulation results ͑thick curves͒ are shown for q(x) using VC's in Fig. 5͑a͒ , and for the corresponding a(x) in Fig.  5͑b͒ . In Fig. 5͑b͒ , we also show the prediction ͑thin curve͒ for a(x) obtained from Eq. ͑16͒ with ϭ 2 3 using Eq. ͑18͒ to relate C tot (x) to a(x), and using the simulated q(x) in Fig.  5͑a͒ . Conversely, in Fig. 5͑a͒ , we show the prediction ͑thin curve͒ for q(x) obtained from Eq. ͑16͒ using the simulated a(x) in Fig. 5͑b͒ . The predictions of Eq. ͑16͒ capture the basic features of the simulation results quite well, given that there still are approximations built into this equation. It should be noted that using Eq. ͑16͒ to predict a(x) from specified q(x) can produce a singular behavior for finite x, if q(x) increases ''too quickly.'' This does occur in our calcu- 4 where a(0)Ϸ0.5 and a avnuc Ϸ0.6 ͓cf. Eq. ͑41͔͒, simulation results ͑thick curves͒ are shown for q(x) using EC's in Fig. 6͑a͒ , and for the corresponding a(x) in Fig. 6͑b͒ . In Fig. 6͑b͒ , we also show the predicted a(x) from Eq. ͑16͒ with an effective ϭ0.87 using C tot (x)Ϸa(x) from Eq. ͑17͒, and using the simulated q(x) in Fig. 6͑a͒ . Conversely, in Fig. 6͑a͒ , we show the predicted q(x) from Eq. ͑16͒ using the simulated a(x) in Fig. 6͑b͒ . The predictions from Eq. ͑16͒ are reasonable for a(x), but not for q(x). The latter no doubt reflects the feature that the simulated a(x) is far from its asymptotic form, and other uncertainties with the use of effective exponents.
E. Further analysis and the ''nucleation-inside-a-cell'' picture
First we introduce a natural factorization of quantities such as P s and Q s ͓or p(x) and q(x)͔. Let P s * ϭ(N s /N av )Q s * denote the probability that the cell of the just-nucleated island overlaps the cell of some existing island of size s. Then one has the normalization condition ⌺ sϾ1 P s *ϭM o , the mean number of overlapped cells per nucleation event. Let A nuc (s) denote the mean area of the cell of a just-nucleated island which overlaps cells of existing islands of size s. Then we can write
͑22͒
Introducing scaling functions a nuc (x)ϷA nuc (s)/A av and q*(x)ϷQ s * ͑for large s av ͒, one has that a avnuc q͑x ͒ϭa nuc ͑ x ͒q*͑ x ͒, ͑23͒
which can be used in Eq. ͑16͒. The normalization conditions on P s * and P s imply that ͐ 0 ϱ dx f (x)q*(x)ϭM o and ͐ 0 ϱ dx f (x)a nuc (x)q*(x)ϭa avnuc , respectively. Next we introduce an idealized ''nucleation-inside-acell'' picture, providing a simpler interpretation of P s * and A nuc (s). It was used in previous work by Mulheran and Robbie ͑MR͒, 12 and makes the formalism following in Sec. IV less complex. It involves the simplified view that capture zones or cells of just-nucleated islands always lie entirely within the capture zone or the cell of a single existing island. In this case, P s * is just the probability for nucleation within the cell of an island of size s, M o ϭ1, and A nuc (s) is the mean area of the cell of such a nucleated island. Specifically, MR assumed that each nucleation event splits an existing cell in two. This requires that nucleation positions be ''deep within'' cells of existing islands. However, we recognize that it is somewhat unrealistic: nucleation positions tend to be close to the boundaries of capture zones, so that justnucleated cells typically overlap two or more existing capture zones.
22
Since nucleation inside a cell does not strictly apply, this limits possibilities to test the above ideas. However, for any tessellation of an island distribution, the following analyses are instructive. We determine the probability for nucleation within the cell of an island of size s, and the average area of the cells of such just-nucleated islands, irrespective of whether these cells lie entirely within the existing cell of an island of size s. The former might be interpreted as P s * and the latter as A nuc (s), although of course these interpretations do not precisely match the above descriptions. Nonetheless, from these quantities, we obtain estimates for q*(x) and a nuc (x) ͓or (x)ϵa nuc (x)/a(x)͔. Figure 7 shows such q*(x) and (x) using VC's for point islands, and EC's for square islands. Corresponding predictions for a(x), using Eq. ͑23͒ in Eq. ͑16͒, capture the key features of simulation results.
IV. JOINT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR ISLAND SIZE AND CELL AREA A. Basic quantities
A particularly significant recent development in nucleation theory was the idea of MR ͑Ref. 12͒ to derive rate equations for the joint probability distribution N s,A for the densities of islands of size s atoms, and cell area A ͑for a suitable tessellation of the island distribution͒. This quantity is normalized so that ⌺ A N s,A ϭN s , with the island densities, N s defined as above. We shall see that this approach complements the treatment of Sec. III, as the distribution N s,A incorporates the feature that the mean cell area for islands of size s, i.e., A s ϭ⌺ A AN s,A /N s , depends on s in a nontrivial non-mean-field fashion. This approach also supplements or extends that of Sec. III in that the distribution N s,A further- more incorporates the feature ͑not explicitly accounted for in Sec. III͒ that islands of a given size s have cells with a distribution of cell areas A. Clearly, sources of change for the N s,A include aggregation of diffusing atoms with islands, direct deposition on top of islands, and nucleation. We now deal in a unified fashion with the first two contributions. In the following, the rate at which diffusing atoms aggregate with islands of size s and cell area A is denoted by R agg (s,A)ϵh s,A N s,A N 
͑25͒
We also let A nuc (s,A) denote the average ͑portion of the͒ area of the cell for a just-nucleated island which overlaps the cell of an existing island of size s and cell area A. Note that ⌺ A P s,A * A nuc (s,A)ϭA nuc (s) P s * , and that applying ⌺ sϾ1 gives A avnuc . For small coverages Ӷ1, or for point islands, we expect the characteristics of the nucleation process are determined primarily by the geometry of the capture zone tessellation ͑rather than by the sizes of the small islands within the cells͒. Thus we expect a weak dependence on island size s of Q s,A * ϷQ A * and A nuc (s,A)ϷA nuc (A). We emphasize that cells of just-nucleated islands exhibit a distribution of overlap areas, A nuc with cells of existing islands of size s and area A, and that A nuc (s,A) gives only the average. Our formulation does not incorporate the full distribution. Finally, it is also convenient to introduce the probability p A , that the just-nucleated island has a cell area of A, so ⌺ A p A ϭ1 and ⌺ A Ap A ϭA avnuc .
B. Rate equations for the joint probability distribution
The population N s,A , of islands of size s with cells of size A changes primarily for two reasons: ͑i͒ Aggregation of diffusing atoms with islands or direct deposition on-top of islands of size sϪ1 ͑of size s͒, and cell area A, increases ͑decreases͒ N s,A . ͑ii͒ Nucleation of islands with cells overlapping those of existing islands of size s decreases N s,A if the cell area prior to nucleation is A. Nucleation increases N s,A if the cell size prior to nucleation, A ϩ , is suitably larger than A. In the latter case, the average value of the area A ϩ should satisfy A ϩ ϭAϩA nuc (s,A ϩ ). See Fig. 8͑a͒ . Given a specific functional form for A nuc this relation can be solved to determine a unique functional relationship A ϩ ϭA ϩ (s,A). See Appendix B. In fact ͑for a given island size s͒, there will be a distribution of cell areas, A ϩ , for which nucleation events will create a smaller cell with area A, and A ϩ (s,A) gives only the average. Neglecting this distribution of A ϩ values ͑i.e., utilizing only the average value͒, we conclude that the rate equations for N s,A have the form
͑26͒
The restricted sum ⌺ Aϩ # is for fixed A, and accounts for the feature that the equation A ϩ ϭAϩA nuc (s,A ϩ ) can have more than one solution A ϩ for fixed A ͑i.e., a cell of size A can be created by nucleation within a larger cell sometimes with more than one size A ϩ after removal of an area A nuc .͒ In the scaling regime, this restricted sum may be replaced by a factor dA ϩ /dA. Perhaps the simplest scenario is that A nuc (s,A ϩ )ϭA nuc (A ϩ )ϭA ϩ ͑where we expect that M o Ͻ1͒, so A ϩ (A)ϭA/(1Ϫ), and dA ϩ /dAϭ1/(1Ϫ). It is necessary to develop a separate equation for N 2,A , which provides a ''boundary condition'' on the above coupled set of equations. One has that The above equations ͑26͒ and ͑27͒ no longer suffer from the approximation implicit in Eq. ͑12͒ of neglecting the distribution of cell areas for each island size. However, they do not account for changes in cell areas due to growth of the island within the cell and of neighboring islands, leading to slight shifts in cell boundaries. 18 Again, we anticipate that the net effect is small.
C. Quasihydrodynamic scaling analysis
Again, our interest is in the scaling regime of large s av and A av , so we introduce the natural scaling variables xϭs/s av and ␣ϭA/A av , and the appropriate scaling function F, defined by
where
Defining the average
, then these conditions correspond to ͗1͘ϭ1 and ͗␣͘ϭa(x). To proceed further, we introduce a scaling function for s,A / av ϷC agg (x,␣,), and set
and C tot ϭC agg for point islands.
͑29͒
Then one has ͐ 0 ϱ d␣ C tot (x,␣,)F(x,␣,) ϭC agg (x,) f (x,) and C tot (x,␣,)ϭ␣ for DC's. We also set Q s,A * Ϸq*(x,␣,), so that ͐ 0 ϱ dx ͐ 0 ϱ d␣F(x,␣,) ϫq*(x,␣,)ϭM o , which follows from the normalization condition on P s,A * . We also introduce scaling functions de-
which satisfy the normalization conditions that ͐ 0 ϱ dx ͐ 0 ϱ d␣ ␣ nuc (x,␣)q*(x,␣)F(x,␣)ϭa avnuc , and ͐ 0 ϱ d␣ p(␣,)ϭ1. Note that if A nuc (s,A)ϭA nuc (A)ϭA, then one has ␣ nuc (x,␣,)ϭ␣ and A ϩ (A)ϭA/(1Ϫ), so ␣ ϩ (x,␣,)ϭ␣/(1Ϫ). Appendix C provide a discussion of the relationship between these scaling functions and the reduced functions, q*(x) and a nuc (x), introduced in Sec. III.
Analyzing the various terms in the rate equations ͑26͒ in the scaling limit, one has
where the arguments of F and q* are (x,␣,), unless otherwise indicated. Substituting these results into Eq. ͑26͒ yields the PDE
The terms on the LHS of Eq. ͑32͒ come from d/dt N s,A . The first term on the RHS describes island growth ͑by both aggregation and direct on-top deposition͒, and the last two terms on the RHS describe gain and loss by nucleation, respectively. We note again that if A nuc (s,A)ϭA, then one has ␣ ϩ ϭ␣/(1Ϫ) and d␣ ϩ /d␣ϭ1/(1Ϫ). Equation ͑32͒ generalizes the PDE obtained by MR 12 in the following ways: ͑i͒ it is not restricted to the idealized and unphysical ''nucleation within a cell'' picture ͑cf. Secs. III E and IV E͒, and allows for general functional forms for Q* and A nuc ͑and their scaling functions͒; ͑ii͒ it applies for any tessellation ͑i.e., not just DC's͒; and ͑iii͒ it allows for an explicit dependence. The first generalization is of fundamental importance for a physically realistic formulation, and the second is of practical value. We also emphasize that it is approximate, as it neglects fluctuations in A ϩ areas ͑cf. Sec. IV C͒.
A similar analysis of Eq. ͑27͒ reveals that the terms on the RHS dominate those on the LHS by a factor of s av . Setting the scaled form of the RHS terms to zero yields the ''boundary condition''
which refines and simplifies MR's result. 12 The term on the LHS corresponds to the loss of dimers with cells of scaled area ␣ due to island growth, and the term on the RHS to gain due to nucleation. A key constraint following from this relation will be discussed in Sec. IV E.
D. Moment analysis of the PDE for F: relation to previous ODE's
In this section, we assume that -independent scaling applies ͑but see Appendix C͒, although some of the analysis can be straightforwardly extended to the more general case where additional ‫ץ/ץ‬ terms appear. One might analyze Eq. ͑32͒ by either integrating with respect to x, or with respect to ␣. The former analysis is presented in Appendix D. The latter is presented below. More specifically, the general strategy is to apply the operation ͐ 0 ϱ ␣ n d␣" to Eq. ͑32͒, performing integration of parts on the ‫‪␣F‬ץ/ץ␣‬ term, together with suit-able rearrangements of the resulting equations to obtain ODE's for various moments of F. We will also use the identities
.., are the mean, variance, skewness, . . . , respectively, of the scaled cell area distribution ͑for a given scaled island size, x͒. Below we present an analysis for the moments with nϭ0, 1, and 2.
͑i͒ Zeroth moment (nϭ0): Applying ͐ 0 ϱ d␣" to Eq. ͑32͒, one immediately recovers exactly the fundamental equation ͑5͒ for the scaling function f (x) describing the island size distribution:
Note that the nucleation terms exactly cancel under this procedure.
͑ii͒ First moment (nϭ1): First we comment on the result of applying ͐ 0 ϱ ␣ d␣" to the nucleation terms in Eq. ͑32͒. If ␣ ϩ I denotes the inverse function to ␣ ϩ ϭ␣ ϩ (x,␣), i.e., ␣ ϭ␣ ϩ I (x,␣ ϩ ), then one has that
using the identity ␣Ϫ␣ ϩ I (x,␣)ϭ␣ nuc (x,␣) from Appendix B, and the relation for a nuc (x) in Appendix C. Thus, applying ͐ 0 ϱ ␣ d␣" to Eq. ͑32͒ yields
refining Eq. ͑15͒ by introducing an extra term which scales with the variance 2 . This leads to an important correction of Eq. ͑16͒ by accounting for the distribution of cell areas for each island size.
Further reduction of Eq. ͑37͒ is achieved conveniently by assuming that C tot (x,␣)ϭ␥␣ϩ(1Ϫ␥), which is consistent with C tot (x)ϭ␥a(x)ϩ(1Ϫ␥), so then the integral in Eq. ͑37͒ reduces to ␥ 2 (x) f (x). This relationship applies exactly for diffusion cells, where ␥ϭ1 ͑and we assume it holds approximately for point islands and VC's where ␥Ϸ0.7, or for square islands and EC's at around 0.1 ML, where ␥Ϸ1͒. One can use Eq. ͑5͒ or ͑35͒ to reduce Eq. ͑37͒ to an equation analogous to Eq. ͑16͒, i.e.
Using Eq. ͑5͒ or Eq. ͑35͒ again to completely eliminate f yields
͑39͒
This equation can be integrated for a(x) given information on 2 ͑and a nuc and q*͒. An alternative strategy is to obtain a second equation involving 2 ͑see below͒. ͑iii͒ Second moment (nϭ2): Next, we apply ͐ 0 ϱ ␣ 2 d␣" to Eq. ͑32͒. For simplicity, we discuss only on the case where C tot (x,␣)ϭ␣ ͑e.g., tessellations based on DC's͒. Then, after some manipulation, one obtains
To close this equation together with Eq. ͑38͒, one might set the third-order cumulant to zero ͑i.e., Ϸ0͒, as well as higher-order cumulants, of the cell area distribution. See Appendix E.
E. Analysis and further constraints from moment equations †or from Eq. "33… ‡
The simplest strategy for an analysis of Eq. ͑39͒ is motivated by simulation results, indicating that 2 is roughly independent of x ͓so d/dx( 2 )Ϸ0͔. This applies for either point islands using VC's, or square islands using EC's, as shown in Fig. 9 . Our goal here is to obtain some insight into the effect of constant 2 Ͼ0, for the case of point islands where ϭ2/3 and ␥Ϸ0.7. First, we have taken simulation results for a(x) from Fig. 5͑b͒ as input to Eq. ͑39͒, and extracted corresponding a(x) for various choices of fixed 2 Ͼ0. Results shown in Fig. 10͑a͒ indicate some improvement in the match to simulation a(x) increasing 2 Ͼ0. Second, we take simulation results for q(x) from Fig. 5͑a͒ , and integrated Eq. ͑39͒ for a(x), after replacing a nuc q* with a avnuc q. Results shown in Fig. 10͑b͒ indicate that the increase of a(x) with x is reduced with increasing 2 , a feature which improves the agreement with simulation results shown in Fig. 5͑b͒ . However, the singular behavior mentioned in Sec. III D due to q(x) increasing ''too rapidly'' becomes problematic for larger 2 , limiting the range of integrability. This must reflect inadequacies in Eq. ͑38͒, and our nonasymptotic input q(x).
Next we comment on some significant constraints following from the moment equations in Sec. IV D. First applying ͐ 0 ϱ dx" to Eq. ͑35͒ readily recovers the identity ͓Eq. ͑10a͔͒
that C tot (0)f(0)ϭ1Ϫ. Second, applying ͐ 0 ϱ dx" to Eq. ͑37͒, one obtains
where the last equality assumes again that C tot (x,␣)ϭ␥␣ ϩ(1Ϫ␥). To obtain Eq. ͑41͒, we also use a relation for a avnuc in Appendix C, and the identity C tot (0)f(0)ϭ1Ϫ. Since 2 Ͼ0, Eq. ͑41͒ implies that a avnuc Ͼa(0) ͑contrasting Sec. III͒. The inequality is reasonable, since not all dimers are ''just nucleated,'' and those nucleated earlier should typically have smaller cell areas. However, since 2 Ӷ1 ͑see Fig.  9͒ , one finds that a avnuc is quite close to a(0). Third, we note that applying ͐ 0 ϱ dx" to Eq. ͑40͒ does not yield a simple constraint, unlike for the lower order equations.
Finally, it is instructive to note that one can perform a moment analysis of the boundary condition ͓Eq. ͑33͔͒, which in fact has the advantage of clarifying the significance of this somewhat obscure constraint. Applying to Eq. ͑33͒ the operation ͐ 0 ϱ d␣" recovers the key result ͓Eq. ͑10a͔͒, which was also obtained by applying ͐ 0 ϱ dx" to the ODE ͓Eq. ͑35͔͒.
Applying to Eq. ͑33͒ the operation ͐ 0 ϱ ␣ d␣" recovers relation ͑41͒, 23 which was also obtained by applying ͐ 0 ϱ dx" to the ODE ͓Eq. ͑37͔͒.
F. Formulation for the ''nucleation-inside-a-cell'' picture
To make a closer connection with the formulation of MR, 12 we follow Sec. III E and restrict our consideration to the somewhat artificial ''nucleation-inside-a-cell'' picture. Again, we emphasize that this picture is somewhat unrealistic. Here P s,A * ϭ(N s,A /N av )Q s,A * simply becomes the probability for nucleation within the cell of an island of size s and cell area A, where
now denotes the average area of the ͑entire͒ cell for an island which is just-nucleated inside a cell of area A belonging to an existing island of size s. To provide some specific examples, MR ͑Ref. 12͒ suggested that P s,A * ϰA 4 , for irreversible island formation. The idea is that the probability of finding a diffusing atom in a cell should scale like A 2 ͑the probability for deposition in the cell ϳA times the lifetime ϳA͒, and two such atoms are required for nucleation. MR also suggested that A nuc (s,A)ϭA, where they regarded Ͻ1 as a fitting parameter ͑roughly corresponding to M o in Sec. IV B͒, and chose Ϸ0.4. However, for a realistic description of nucleation, we expect that at least should decrease with increasing s ͑cf. Fig. 7͒ , i.e. for increasing A s /A av .
For the nucleation-within-a-cell picture, the derivation of the rate equations for N s,A , and the scaling equation for F(x,␣) is unchanged from the more general presentation above. To make a direct comparison with the analysis of MR, note that if A nuc (s,A)ϭA, then one has A ϩ (A) ϭA/(1Ϫ) and dA ϩ /dAϭ1/(1Ϫ), which implies that ␣ ϩ ϭ␣/(1Ϫ) and d␣ ϩ /d␣ϭ1/(1Ϫ). If P s,A * ϰA 4 , then one also has that q*(x,␣)ϰ␣ 4 . Using these results in Eq. ͑32͒ recovers the MR form.
Finally, we discuss the form of the boundary condition ͓Eq. ͑27͔͒, and specifically p A , for the 'nucleation-in-a-cell' picture. As shown schematically in Fig. 8͑b͒ A ϩ Ј (s,A)/A av Ϸ␣ ϩ Ј (x,␣), one has ␣ ϩ Ј ϭ␣/ and d␣ ϩ Ј /d␣ ϭ1/ for the MR proposal. The RHS of Eq. ͑33͒ can be rewritten to give the relation
͑43͒
which can be directly compared with MR's ''boundary condition'' equation 12 ͓after using q*(x,␣)ϰ␣ 4 ͔, and which refines and simplifies their result.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we have provided a theoretical analysis for the non-mean-field dependence of adatom capture on island size, noting that this dependence is of central importance as it controls the shape of the island size distribution. We first developed an analysis based on rate equations for the capture zone areas, 11 and demonstrated the success of its predictions for an exact prescription of nucleation. We also extend the analysis by Mulheran and Robbie 12 for the joint probability distribution function for island sizes and cell areas. A moment analysis of equations for this joint distribution is shown to recover those above from a direct analysis of capture zone areas, with some refinements accounting for the distribution of cell areas for each island size. The key quantities in this formalism are scaling functions for the island size distribution, f (x), and capture zone areas, a(x), and the variance of the cell area distribution, 2 (x), as functions of the scaled island size x. These and many other scaling functions introduced in this work, and the basic relations satisfied by and between them, can be tested in simulations for both point and compact islands. However, since the main focus of this paper was on the development of an analytical theory for nucleation, comprehensive simulation results will be presented elsewhere.
An important success of our analysis is that it does in fact produce a strong non-mean-field correlation between island size and cell area, that was first discovered in simulations, 7 and later in experimental data. 8, 9 We note that visual inspection of the form of F(x,␣) in the numerical study of MR ͑Ref. 12͒ shows that it also recovers this strong correlation. As an aside, it is appropriate to note that scatter plots for s / av versus s/s av obtained from our previous analyses of experimental data 8, 9 in fact constitute crude versions of F plots consistent with the numerical analysis of MR. From these scatter plots, one can even estimate the variance of the cell area distribution, 2 (x), the quantity considered in Sec. IV D and in Appendix E. Other recent work 24 used a level set approach to analyze adatom capture beyond the mean-field treatment, thus providing an accurate island size distribution when incorporated into the rate equations ͑in the spirit of Refs. 7-9͒. However, this study considered only a ''relatively small'' range of h/Fϭ10 5 -10 7 ͑and a broad range of coverages up to 0.2 ML͒, rather than examining the scaling limit via a quasihydrodynamic analysis as here and in Refs. 7-9. As a result, it seems that the observed quasilinear s Ϸasϩb ͑Ref. 24͒ are strongly influenced by nonasymptotic effects, and by the inhibition of nucleation for higher coverages. ͑Indeed, our analyses reveal a more linear behavior for higher coverages.͒ Such a simple linear form for s would not emerge exactly from the type of theories developed here or by MR.
Finally, we note again that our analyses use data from simulations characterizing nucleation as input to rate equations. A self-contained analysis requires some hypotheses about the functions characterizing nucleation ͑as in the MR analysis of the joint probability distribution which invokes various such assumptions within the framework of a simplified nucleation-inside-a-cell picture͒. Utilizing both experimental data and simulations, 22 we have characterized nucleation positions, and find that these typically occur close to the boundaries of capture zones. Thus cells of just-nucleated islands typically overlap more than one cell of an existing island. We shall present details of these observations, and of a corresponding refined theoretical analysis, in a separate paper. Then, the coefficients c s satisfy
Solving these equations for sϾ2 reveals that, for any n,
Thus, for realistic , one expects that A s /A av increases with s in the early stages of deposition. This reflects the feature that larger islands were typically created earlier and with larger capture zones.
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APPENDIX B: RELATIONS INVOLVING A nuc
The relation A ϩ ϭAϩA nuc (s,A ϩ ), shown schematically in Fig. 8͑a͒, applies for general A and A ϩ ϭA(s,A) . Thus, upon replacing A ϩ by A, and consistently replacing A by A ϪA nuc (s,A), one obtains the identity A ϩ ͓s,AϪA nuc (s,A)͔ ϭA. Analogously, one can write ␣ ϩ ϭ␣ϩ␣ nuc ͑ x,␣ ϩ ͒ and thus ␣ ϩ ͓x,␣Ϫ␣ nuc ͑ x,␣ ͔͒ϭ␣. ͑B1͒
Then using our definition of the inverse function ␣ ϩ I , it follows that
These results can be readily checked for the choice A nuc (s,A)ϭA, where ␣ ϩ (␣)ϭ␣/(1Ϫ), so ␣ ϩ I (␣) ϭ(1Ϫ)␣, and ␣Ϫ␣ ϩ I (␣)ϭ␣.
The relation AϭA nuc (s,A ϩ Ј ) also applies for general A and A ϩ Ј (s,A). See Fig. 8͑b͒ . Thus one can also write ␣ ϭ␣ nuc (x,␣ ϩ Ј (x,␣)). If ␣ ϩ Ј I denotes the inverse function of ␣ ϩ Ј ϭ␣ ϩ Ј (x,␣), then one has
For the choice A nuc (s,A)ϭA, one has ␣ ϩ Ј (␣)ϭ␣/, so ␣ ϩ Ј I (␣)ϭ␣ nuc (␣)ϭ␣.
APPENDIX C: MR-TYPE FORMS OF SCALING FUNCTIONS FOR Q* AND A nuc
First we consider quantities which reflect the probability for nucleation overlapping a cell. For Q s,A * Ϸq*(x,␣), we have that ͐ 0 ϱ d␣ q*(x,␣)F(x,␣)ϭq*(x) f (x), where
12͒ suggested that the probability of nucleation within a specific cell scales like A 4 , for irreversible island formation, where A is the area of that cell, so we write q*Ϸc␣ 4 . Then, one has
͑C1͒
The corrections reflect the finite width of the cell area distribution for a specific scaled island size x ͑cf. Sec. IV D͒. Our data for q*(x) does show an increase with x significantly greater than that for a(x):q*(2)/q*(0)ϭ3.5 versus a(2)/a(0)ϭ1.5 for point islands, and q*(2)/q*(0.5)ϭ3.6 versus a(2)/a(0.5)ϭ2.8 for square islands. However, the precise relation between q*(x) and a(x) cannot be simple ͓e.g., for compact islands, q*(x) decreases, whereas a(x) increases for small x͔. For the nucleation-within-a-cell picture, we estimate that cϷ0.64 from a fit to our point island data, and using the condition that ͐ 0 ϱ d␣ q*(␣)g(␣)ϭM o ϭ1. Here, we denote the total cell area distribution ͑cf. Appendix D͒ as g(␣)ϭ͐ 0 ϱ dx F(x,␣). Thus since ͐ 0 ϱ dx ͐ 0 ϱ d␣ ␣F(x,␣)ϭ1, one expects that a avnuc is similar to ͑but not exactly equal to͒ M o , recalling that M o ϭ͐ 0 ϱ dx ͐ 0 ϱ d␣ q*(x,␣)F(x,␣). Also, a nuc (x) can differ significantly from a(x)ϭ͐ 0 ϱ d␣ ␣F(x,␣)/ f (x) due to the weighting by q*.
For the 'nucleation-within-a-cell' picture, with M o ϭ1 and A nuc (s,A)ϭA, the above shows that a avnuc . Nonetheless, and a avnuc may still be comparable. Suppose that a nuc (x)ϭa(x) ͓where still a avnuc , since ͐ 0 ϱ f (x)a(x)q*(x)dx 1͔, and make the approximate identification that a avnuc ϭa(0) ͑cf. Sec. III͒. Then one has Ϫ1 ϭ͐ 0 ϱ dx f (x)q*(x)͓a(x)/a(0)͔Ͼ1, since a(x)/a(0)Ͼ1
and ͐ 0 ϱ dx f (x)q*(x)ϭ1. Using fitted scaling functions for point-island simulation data, this relation provides an estimate of Ϸ0.7, which is close to a avnuc Ϸ0.9. We also note that setting constant ͓e.g., Ϸ0.4 from MR ͑Ref. 12͔͒ is not likely to be accurate ͑cf. Fig. 7͒ .
Finally, we comment on the issue of -independent scaling. A reasonable lowest-order approximation is that both Q s,A * and A nuc (s,A) should depend primarily on the free area,
A
f ϭAϪs of the cell within which nucleation occurs ͑noting that A nuc ϽA f ͒. Then the associated scaling functions would depend primarily on A f /A av ϭ␣Ϫx, and thus carry an explicit dependence. This would preclude precise -independent scaling of F ͑except for Ӷ1͒. However, in practice, there is a strong correlation between s and A, so a dependence on A f /A av may be reasonably approximated by a dependence on A/A av ϭ␣.
APPENDIX D: SCALING OF THE TOTAL CELL AREA DISTRIBUTION
Here we assume a -independent scaling ͑cf. Ref. 10͒, and consider the behavior of the total cell area distribution, N A ϭ⌺ sϾ1 N s,A . This distribution is characterized by the scaling function g(␣)ϭ͐ 0 ϱ dx F(x,␣) which satisfies ͐ 0 ϱ d␣ g(␣) ϭ1. For reference, simulation results for g(␣), for point islands using VC's, and square islands using EC's, are shown in Fig. 11 . For simplicity, we adopt the nucleation-ina-cell picture of Sec. IV F. Applying ͐ 0 ϱ dx• to Eq. ͑32͒ yields 2g͑␣ ‫␣ץ/ץ␣‪͒ϩ‬‬ g͑␣ ͒ 
͑D1͒
In the last line, we applied boundary condition ͑43͒ to eliminate C tot (0,␣)F(0,␣), and also to achieve cancellation of the factor (1Ϫ), so the quantity does not appear explicitly in Eq. ͑D1͒.
To proceed further, we make the simplifying MR-type assumptions that ␣ nuc (x,␣)ϭ␣ and q*(x,␣)ϭc␣ 4 . Below, for convenience, we set Јϭ1Ϫ. Then Eq. 
͑D3͒
One might attempt to use Eq. ͑D2͒ iteratively to generate a solution, so the ith iterate g i is fed into the RHS, and the (iϩ1)st iterate g iϩ1 appears on the LHS. However, iteration does not necessarily preserve Eq. ͑D3͒. A nontrivial solution to Eq. ͑D3͒ exists if the PDE ͓Eq. ͑32͔͒ with boundary condition ͑43͒ has a solution. However, this is not proven ͑and is not obvious since the PDE equation involves approximations͒. It is plausible that solutions exist only for certain .
APPENDIX E: CLOSURE AND SOLUTION OF MOMENT EQUATIONS
A complete analysis of the moment equations in Sec. IV D for f (x), a(x), and 2 (x) requires some closure approximation for higher moments ͐ 0 ϱ ␣ n F d␣, with nϾ2. One strategy is to set to zero the third-and higher-order cumulants of F vs ␣, for each fixed x ͑i.e., to assume Gaussian cell area distributions͒. To simplify this analysis, we adopt the MR from for q*(x,␣)ϭc␣ 4 , where cϷ0.64 ͑see Appendix C͒, and write ␣ nuc (x,␣)ϭ(x)␣ ͑generalizing the theory of MR͒. Then the integrands in the nucleation terms in Eqs. ͑37͒ and ͑40͒ reduce to the simple high-order moments FIG. 11 . Simulation results for g(␣) for ͑a͒ point islands using VC's, and ͑b͒ square islands using EC's, at 0.1 ML with h/F ϭ10 7 .
